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Pseudoscalar states in Jfif> —» yVV decays. Results from DM2. 

Luc& Stanco 

I.N.F.N., Sezione di Padova, via Marzolo 8, 35131 Padova, Italy. 

We present new results from the DM2 experiment on the Tfc-state and the pse -doscalar 
production seen at the threshold of the vector-vector radiative decays at J/ijt. 

The rfc shows a vector-vector dominance in its decays and has a decay patten, which 
follows the SU{3)F symmetry prediction, this being in contradiction with previous mea
surements. New pseudoscalar states are clearly present in the invariant mass specti îm of 
p°p°. Hiere are at least three different resonances, here named £ i , Xj, £3 to underline a 
supposed common origin. These states have no direct interpretation in the usual qq model 
and they are believed to have an isoscalar nature. An interesting new upper limit on the 
gr's(2000 4- XOOMeV/c2) production at Jfif> is given as a by-product of the pQ p° analyse. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The J/i{> resonance is one of the most appealing environments where to look for stan

dard physics in the non perturbative region and to study the behaviour of the lightest quark 

flavours. This is essentially due to its energy position, so that we fe.ee what I like to call 

u-,<£-,s-quark democracy. In fact, the strong decays of the J/tj) occur only via gluon transmis

sion (60% of the total decay rate) or together with a radiative photon (7%). This relatively 

high rate of radiative decays permits a reliable study of states originated by two gluon annihi

lation. From another point of view, the non abelian nature of QCD allows, without imposing, 

the physical presence of bound states of two or more gluons, called gluonium or ghieballs. 

This automatically fixes the radiative decays of the J/V> as the most important place where to 

look for these QCD-allowed states, to which the lightest flavour democracy is then extended. 

Other contributions to the rate are given by the decay via ^-transition (1%) and the 
electromagnetic decays (32%). The TJC is the lightest cc state ( 1âo in spectroscopy notation) 
and it is useful to study gluon-gluon decays in comparison with the three-gluon decays of the 
J/$, testing in this way the SU(3)p symmetry breaking pattern^. 

Other important features of the J/if> physics are the high sensitivity reached for the 
studied branching ratios (up to 10 - 5 ) and by precise Partial Wave Analysis feasible as one 
starts from a definite Jpa state. 

We will concern ourselves only with radiative and ifc decays, for which an already rich 
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Harvest of measurements is available, from the inclusive measurement by the Crystal Baltf2! 
three prominent structures are drawn out: the 7/(958), the t(1460)(0~+) and a broad structure 
at higher energy (1600 McV). The latter has to be compared with exclusive results by DM2 
and MARK HI on ijirir and vector-vector production, which show related structures as we 
shall report in a moment. 

The performances of the DM2 apparatus are described in detail elsewhere'3]. It is a 
classical spectrometer with cylindrical symmetry; charged track reconstruction and photon 
detection as well as time of flight measurements are performed. Our photon detection does not 
permit a fiiU calorimetry, but indeed privileges pattern recognition. The overall accumulated 
statistics is of 8.6 ± 1.4 million of J /^ events, corresponding to roughly three months of data 
taking. 

2. ffc-ANALYSIS 

The Tic —^vectors-vector decay has been measured by DM2 for the <fxf-*^ K*°K*°, and 
p°p9 cases (fig.l) while an upper limit has been given for the ox** decayW. The result for the 
pg/>° channel being in contradiction with a previous result of the MARK III experiment^, 
an exhaustive analysis has then been performed to well establish 7}c —* pQp° dynamics^. As 
a result we show in fig.2 the obtained m*,- distribution for the 14 different channels inserted 
in a Partial Wave Analysis (PWA)'8!. In spite of 26 totally free parameters, the peak of ??e 

(> 100 events) in the p°/> B(0 - +) channel is wonderfully isolated. Else this is the best evidence 
of the pseudoscalar nature of the rje- The measured branching ratios are: 

BR{7)e->p°p°) = (8.7 ± 2.6 ± 1.3) X 10~3 

BR(r}c -* <M>) = (3.1 ± O.T ± 0.4) x 1 0 - 3 

BR{rjc -* K'°K*Q ) = (0.43 ± 0.19) x 10" 3 {preliminary) 

BR(Vc -* ww) < 0.7 x 10" 3 (90% of C.L.). 

We conclude that the decay of % into 4 charged pseudoscalars seems to proceed mainly 
through vector-vector dynamics. If the reduced branching ratios, BR, are used where the p 3 

phase-space factor is skipped out, a simple criterion from SU(3)F symmetry predicts?1': 

BR(Vc -* # ) = BRfa -» ww) : 3R(TJC -» ? V ) : BR{^ - K**K*») = 
= 1 : 1 : 1 : 2 

m table I the experimental results are reported for both DM2 and MARK III experiments. 
While with the latter set of values j-quark component seemed to be favoured for the Tfc-
decaysM, the DM2 result supports the u-,<f-,J-quark democracy. 

3. iVV FINAL STATES 
The analysis of Jfif) —» 7 ^ shows an accumulation of events at threshold (2.2 GfeV/c2) 

with a predominantly pseudoscalar character'*). However the statistically small peak (12 
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erents) over a presumed non resonant <jxf> production does not allow for an explicit resonance 

definition, the product branching ratio being of the order of: 

BR{J/ip -» 7AV + ) X BR(X0-+ -» <H>) ~ 5 x HT 5 . 

Another pseudoscalar production, much more statistically consistent (~ 100 events), 
is present at threshold (1.6 GeV/c2) in the ww mass spectrum of the J/if> —* TWW decay 
channel^. The large bump of about 150 MeV/c2 width corresponds to the product branching 
ratio: 

BR{J/ip -*• yXQ+~ ) x BR{XQ+- - +ww) = (1-08 ± 0.16 ± 0.32) x 10" s . 

With in mind these two results we have looked at p°p° production in the J ftp —* 74TT± 

channel'1 0'. Here the Ugh number of final events ( 18,053 ) allows for an important upgrading 

in the spectroscopic study of the corresponding mass region (fig.3a). In fact, together with 

signals associated to known states (T;C at 2980 and /i at 1280 MeV/c2) or well isolated 

background source (Jftp —* 4-1?^ which is taken in by the presence of a fake photon), we find 

at least three new rcso-iant structures at 1520, 1800 and 2100 MeV/c2 which hereafter we 

will call £ j , L2, £3 respectively. If a simple pQ p° cut is implemented the inner distribution 

in fig-3o is obtained. What we conclude is that the Li resonances seem to proceed mainly 

through p°p° decay. In this case a first rough angular analysis can be developed taking into 

account the angle between the decay planes of the two vectors, x , Since the overall x 

distribution of the 18,053 events has a strong 0~ + character, a fit to the pseudoscalar yield 

for the x distribution in the single mass bin has been performed. The result is shown in fig-36, 

and strongly suggests a pseudoscalar nature for our Li resonances, furthermore, £3 seems to 

be splitted while £3 is a little depressed in front of the total Air spectrum. 

More quantitative results are given by the PWA shown in fig.4. The result is indeed 

very impressive'1^. A wholly surprising result is the structured distribution obtained in the 

702* channel, since this contribution was supposed to collect J/tff —» p&i background. The 

structures are peaked at 1.8, 2.1 and 2.7 GeV/c2 with a product branching ratio of the order 

of 2 x 1 0 - 4 and a do- statistical significance'13!. No idea on their origin is avaible yet. A 

signal of about 80 events is observed in the ypmr channel (not distinguished from 703 7r ) with 

mass and width coincident to /i(1285), above a négligeable background, with the following 

branching ratio: 

BR(J/ip -• 7/1) x BR(fi -» p°ir+ir-) = (0.34 ± 0.08 ± 0.05) x 1 0 - 4 . 

From the few events found in the pQp°(2+'i') waves, without any structure, a new upper Emit 

can be set for the ^'«(2000 4-2500 MeV/c2): 

BR{Jfip -+ 7#r) x BR{gT -» p V ) < 0-8 x 1 0 - 4 (90% of C.L.). 
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This limit which is almost an order of magnitude smaller than previous résultat"] seems to 

rule out completely a recent calculation^15] supposing a gLueball nature for the tjr's resonances. 

What about the pseudoscalar Li states? A fit to the mass spectrum via Breit-Wigner 

functions has to take care of the opening of the p°/>°(0~+) channel. In fact the width of 

the p meson allows for X —* f>°p° decay even for X-masses below threshold but with strong 

distortion of the resonance shape. We have choosen to fit with 3 completely free non relativistic 

Breit-Wigner functions weighted by the non resonant shape of the p°p°(0~+) channel and let 

i i and hi interfere; a polynomial background has been added too (Kg.5). Hie important 

result is that L\ has always a mass higher than the t mass'1 0!, while L\ is almost completely 

"eaten" by the interference term. Explicit values are given in table II, 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Among the glueball candidates the i is the most attractive one as either it has the highest 

rate (0.5%) or the corresponding pseudoscalar qq nonet is already filled in the ground state 

and for 8/9 i f c a in its 1" ' radial excitation state. Here we report of even more 0~ + states 

(Zj, In, Li ) which decay into txctor-vector channels!17!, tliis implying a strong violation from 

the qq constituent hadron model. Before trying to relate the i with these new states, we 

have to recall a strange behaviour of another mesonic state, the i?(142G). This resonance 

has been seen only in hadronic production and its presumed axial vector nature is not yet 

established, due to the 0~ + assignment in some of these experiments'18!. The 1 + + assignment 

is supported by experiments which also observe the well established /i(1285) axial vector. 

Our observation of /i in the J/if; decays lets us expect the presence of the E meson in these 

decays too, up till now never observed. Actually, the t production dominates in this mass 

region, but we show here that the hypothesis of two resonances instead of one cannot be ruled 

out. We guess that the E is present at lower mass (1420) while a dominant pseudoscalar 

production is present at higher mass and this last one can be identified to our £i(15Q0). The 

high rate for Lj permits to fix its candidature as the strongest glueball, while the relative 

low rate for 12(1800) supports the hypothesis that it is the missing 0~ + radially excited qq 

state. The presence of £3 (2100) reveals new still unexplored features of the glueball states 

if its high branching ratio and possible connections with the (statistically poor) pseudoscalar 

production seen in the <fxf> channel are considered. 

Concluding, J/tj) physics has still new and exciting things to show us as for glueballs the 

argument is far from being settled. 
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Table I: SU(3)F measured values for T/C. 

MARK m DM2 
g«il.-»V) 

«an.-**) 
|M(i|.-.Jf]C') 

<0.64 

<0.34 

0.22 ±0.13 

1.73 ± 0.72 

< 1.4 

0.6 ± 0.4 (preliminary) 

Table II: Parameters for the L> states. 

state L\ Lj Li 

mass (MeV/(?) 

width [MeV/c*) 

number of events 

1497 ± 3 1812 ± 4 2107 ± 9 

126 ± 2 110 4 8 244 è 23 

2655 173 947 

events of the inter/, part -69 

relative phase 2.73 ±0.12 

background events 1016 

Fig.l Mass distribution for the obser
ved 7}c —* vector — vector decays. 
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Fig, 3 Mass distribution for the se
lected 7 4 T ± events. The inner di
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p0p° cut; (b) pseudoscalar analy-

Fig.5 (a) Result from the fit of the 
T714* distribution, 

(b) Contribution from the in
terference term between L\ and 
L2. 
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Fig.4 Results of the PWA for the tot»! ix* spectrum. 
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